Ethiopian to Include Kaduna in its Vast Global Network
July 6, 2017, Addis Ababa

Ethiopian Airlines, the largest and the leading Pan-African Airline, has finalized preparations to start
scheduled thrice weekly services to Kaduna, Nigeria, as of August 1 st, 2017.
Kaduna, located in north-western Nigeria, is a trade center and a major transportation hub for the
surrounding agricultural areas with its rail and road junction.
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Group CEO Ethiopian Airlines, Mr. Tewolde GebreMariam, said: “We are pleased to commence scheduled
operation to Kaduna; a fifth city in the Federal Republic of Nigeria. As a Pan-African Airline, serving our
beloved continent Africa has always been a source of pride for Ethiopian Airlines. With this commitment,
Ethiopian has been able to create a missing link; availing easy movement of Africans from one corner to
the other. During the temporary closure of Abuja Airport for reconstruction four months ago, we were
the first foreign carrier to land at Kaduna Airport, allowing our passengers to experience ultimate
comfort on-board our B-787 Dreamliner. In line with our long term strategic roadmap, Vision 2025,
expanding and availing a more efficient intra-African network will remain at the core of our operation
and we shall keep on playing the positive role in catalyzing the socio-economic development of our
continent.”

With the addition of Kaduna Ethiopian totally operates 23 weekly flights to Nigeria’s main cities namely;
Abuja, Lagos, Enugu and Kano. Ethiopian Airlines maiden flight to Nigeria dates back to the 1960’s;
same time the country got independence from foreign colonization.
About Ethiopian
Ethiopian Airlines (Ethiopian) is the fastest growing Airline in Africa. In its seven decades of operation, Ethiopian has become
one of the continent’s leading carriers, unrivalled in efficiency and operational success.
Ethiopian commands the lion’s share of the pan-African passenger and cargo network operating the youngest and most
modern fleet to more than 95 international destinations across five continents. Ethiopian fleet includes ultra-modern and
environmentally friendly aircraft such as Airbus A350, Boeing 787, Boeing 777-300ER, Boeing 777-200LR, Boeing 777-200
Freighter, Bombardier Q-400 double cabin with an average fleet age of five years. In fact, Ethiopian is the first airline in
Africa to own and operate these aircraft.
Ethiopian is currently implementing a 15-year strategic plan called Vision 2025 that will see it become the leading aviation
group in Africa with seven business centers: Ethiopian Domestic and Regional Airline; Ethiopian International Passenger
Airline; Ethiopian Cargo; Ethiopian MRO; Ethiopian Aviation Academy; Ethiopian In-flight Catering Services; and Ethiopian
Ground Service. Ethiopian is a multi-award winning airline registering an average growth of 25% in the past seven years.
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